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Themolecular basis of epileptogenesis is poorly characterized. Studies in humans and animalmodels have identified
an electrophysiological signature that precedes the onset of epilepsy,which has been termed fast ripples (FRs) based
on its frequency. Multiple lines of evidence implicate regions generating FRs in epileptogenesis, and FRs appear to
demarcate the seizure onset zone, suggesting a role in ictogenesis as well. We performed gene expression analysis
comparing areas of the dentate gyrus that generate FRs to those that do not generate FRs in a well-characterized rat
model of epilepsy. We identified a small cohort of genes that are differentially expressed in FR versus non-FR brain
tissue and used quantitative PCR to validate some of those that modulate neuronal excitability. Gene expression
network analysis demonstrated conservation of gene co-expression between non-FR and FR samples, but
examination of gene connectivity revealed changes that were most pronounced in the cm-40 module,
which contains several genes associated with synaptic function and the differentially expressed genes
Kcna4, Kcnv1, and Npy1r that are down-regulated in FRs. We then demonstrate that the genes within
the cm-40 module are regulated by seizure activity and enriched for the targets of the RNA binding protein
Elavl4. Our data suggest that seizure activity induces co-expression of genes associated with synaptic transmission
and that this pattern is attenuated in areas displaying FRs, implicating the failure of thismechanism in thegeneration
of FRs.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction

The epileptogenic regions of both patients with temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE) and animalmodels of TLE display abnormal electrophysio-
logical oscillations between 250 and 600Hz,which have been termed fast
ripples (FRs) (Bragin et al., 1999; Staba et al., 2002). Within the dentate
gyrus of animals with TLE, FRs can appear before the onset of epilepsy
and have not been observed in non-epileptic animals, suggesting that
they may reflect pathological mechanisms involved in epileptogenesis
(Bragin et al., 2000). In patients with epilepsy, FRs have been shown to
reliably demarcate the seizure onset zone (Jacobs et al., 2008). In addition,
surgical resection of regions generating FRs is a better predictor of seizure
freedom than resection of the seizure onset zone itself (Jacobs et al.,
2010), demonstrating that FRs may play a role in ictogenesis. Therefore,
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understanding the cellular and molecular alterations that occur in areas
generating FRs may provide insight into the key processes of
epileptogenesis and ictogenesis in TLE.

In the hippocampus of non-epileptic animals, there are physiological
oscillations between 120 and 200 Hz that occur during immobility or
slow wave sleep (Buzsaki et al., 1992). Therefore, it has been suggested
that FRs are related to these sharp-wave ripple oscillations. However,
physiological sharp-wave ripples have been shown to be dependent
on inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (Buzsaki et al., 1992; Ylinen
et al., 1995), whereas areas generating FRs are enlargedwhen inhibitory
transmission is blocked (Bragin et al., 2002). Recent evidence suggests
that FRs represent abnormal population spikes within the dentate
gyrus (Bragin et al., 2011; Ibarz et al., 2010). However, the cellular
dysregulation and network abnormalities that cause this behavior are
unknown.

Studies examining the molecular mechanisms underlying FRs have
been difficult because FRs are not diffusely distributed throughout the
epileptic hippocampus, but are generated by small clusters of neurons
surrounded by large areas of tissue that do not generate FRs. However,
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advances in applying functional genomics techniques on limited biologi-
cal samples provide the ability to study molecular processes within
electrophysiologically identified neuronal clusters (Bragin et al., 2004).
Therefore, we designed our study to compare gene expression in areas
of the dentate gyrus that generated FRs to neighboring regions that did
not display abnormal activity. After isolating these regions, we examined
the gene expression changes between FR and non-FR generating areas,
and we found that there were differences in the molecular networks
between these regions, indicating changes in gene expression associated
with synaptic transmission that are regulated by seizure activity.

Materials and methods

Animals

All procedures described in this study were approved by the
University of California, Los Angeles, Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee. Wistar rats weighing 250–300 g were used for experiments.
Twenty hours prior to the pilocarpine injection, each animalwas injected
intraperitoneally with 3 mg/kg of LiCl. Thirty minutes before pilocarpine
injection, methylscopolamine (1 mg/kg) was injected subcutaneously,
followed by 25 mg/kg subcutaneous injection of pilocarpine. Two hours
after status began, it was terminated by intraperitoneal injection of
pentobarbital (30 mg/kg). During the post status period, 2 cm3 of
Lactated Ringers solution was injected subcutaneously and repeated
as necessary to maintain hydration. The following day, Lactated
Ringers solution with 5% Dextrose was injected every 4–8 h until
fluids were accepted by mouth. Beginning one week after status,
animals were subjected to 24 hour video monitoring for identification
of epileptic andnon-epileptic rats. Seven ratswith recurrent spontaneous
seizureswithin 2–4months after status epilepticuswere used for electro-
physiological experiments.

Electrophysiology

Rats were deeply anesthetized with 5% isoflurane, the brains
were removed, and horizontal 400-μm-thick slices containing the EC,
subiculum, and hippocampal formation in the horizontal plane were
prepared using a Leica series VT1000S vibratome. The brains were
cooled for 1 min in 4 °C artificial CSF (ACSF) containing (in mM):
126 NaCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, and 10
D-glucose, pH 7.4. Before recordings, the slices were incubated at 32 °C
for 1–6 h in a 300ml storage chamber filledwith ACSF and continuously
bubbled with a mixture of 95% O2–5% CO2.

Eleven slices from six animals were used for electrophysiological
characterization. Before recording from each slice, a picture was taken
of each slice and a 200 μm mesh was superimposed on each picture.
This map of each slice was used to track the electrical response of each
area to perforant path stimulation. Electrical activity was recorded
using standard, extracellular, ACSF-filled glass microelectrodes
(~10 MΩ impedance) in the DG granular cell layer at a depth of
200 μm in the middle of the slice. The stimulating electrodes (tungsten
wires OD 50 μm)were placed in the perforant path. Rectangular pulses
with 0.2 ms duration and currents ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 mA were
delivered every 10 s for stimulation. Under visual control, the recording
microelectrode was moved with 200 μm steps along the granular layer
and evoked potentials were recorded after low-pass filtering at 3 kHz,
with 10 kHz sampling rate using DataPac data acquisition software.
Four different current amplitudes (0.1; 0.3; 0.5; 0.7 mA) were used to
stimulate each point within the slice 10–15 times, and it was determined
on-line whether responses contained single or multiple population
spikes. FR generating areas were dissected based on the map of multiple
population spikes elicited (number of population spikes ≥ 3), and
dissection included an approximately 200 μm buffer area around
the FR generating area. The area of dissection included the dentate
gyrus granule cell layer and their dendrites. These pieces of tissue
were all approximately 1 mm2, which is consistent with our prior
data demonstrating the size of FR generating areas (Bragin et al.,
2002). An equivalently sized tissue area encompassing the same
cellular regions in an area that did not generate multiple population
spikes was also dissected from the same slice. After dissection, the
pieces of tissue were immediately placed in microcentrifuge tubes
on dry ice.

RNA extraction and microarray hybridization

Areas generating FRs and those that did not were isolated as above.
Total RNA was extracted from each sample using the Qiagen miRNeasy
kit, and its quality was checked using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent). RNA was amplified using a two-step protocol, TargetAmp
2-Round Aminoallyl-aRNA amplification kit (Epicentre). Amplified
RNA was directly labeled with biotin using the Biotin-X-X-NHS reagent
(Epicentre). This labeled RNA was hybridized to Illumina RatRef12
microarrays, and a total of 22 microarrays were used for this experiment
(11 FR and 11 non-FR samples). Array hybridization and scanning were
performed following the manufacturer's protocol at UCLA microarray
core facility (http://microarray.genetics.ucla.edu/xowiki/).

Data normalization

Microarray data was imported into R (http://www.r-project.org/)
and normalized using the Variance Stabilizing Transform and Robust
Spline Normalization, which are a part of the lumi package in
Bioconductor (http://www.bioconductor.org/). The Variance Stabilizing
Transform was specifically designed to take advantage of the multiple
technical replicates present on Illumina arrays, and Robust Spline
Normalization is a simple scaling algorithm designed for use with
Illumina data (Du et al., 2008). We then log transformed the data
using Log2. We limited subsequent analyses to genes that either met
thresholds for mean expression in either the FR or non-FR samples
(Expression N 5.6), or overall variance (variance N 0.02), which leads
to the selection of 12,581 genes for further analysis.

Data analysis

Among the 12,581 genes that met the criteria for mean expression
and variance, we limited this analysis to those with at least ten values
with a detection p-value b 0.01 (10 out of 22 samples, N45%), which re-
sulted in the analysis of 10,083 genes for differential expression. We
used a Bayesian ANOVA to evaluate differential expression because it
provides estimates of a gene's variance based on the variance of other
genes with similar expression (Baldi and Long, 2001) and has been
shown to be a robust method for determining differential expression
in microarray experiments (Choe et al., 2005). Because the algorithm
utilizes a composite of similarly expressed genes to estimate variance,
we confirmed normality of all groups of genes with similar expression
in the dataset using the Shapiro–Wilk test (p b 2e−16). Each FR sample
was paired with an accompanying non-FR sample from the same slice,
and these data were used in a paired Bayesian ANOVA to evaluate the
differential expression. The threshold for significance was set at
p b 0.05 and Bonferroni correction was used for multiple testing
(p b 5e−6).

Weighted gene co-expression network analysis was performed as
described previously (Oldham et al., 2006; Winden et al., 2009). Briefly,
the top 15% of genes (among the 12,581 previously selected) with the
highest variance in either the FR or non-FR datasets were selected,
representing 2013 genes. Pearson correlations between all these genes
were calculated, and this correlationmatrixwas scaled using an exponent
(beta = 8) to best approximate scale free topology. This scaled matrix
was then used to calculate the topological overlap matrix (Ravasz et al.,
2002),whichwas used an input into the hierarchical clustering algorithm.

http://microarray.genetics.ucla.edu/xowiki/
http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.bioconductor.org/
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From these clusters, modules were identified using a dynamic tree-
cutting algorithm (Langfelder et al., 2008). Module eigengenes
were calculated using singular value decomposition. The functions
used here can be found in the WGCNA R package (http://www.
genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/).
Quantitative PCR

To validate the differential expression of specific genes, we used
quantitative PCR as previously described (Konopka et al., 2009). Briefly,
RNA isolated and amplified from 22 samples (11 FR and 11 non-FR) as
described previously was converted to cDNA using the First Strand
Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen). Gene specific primers were used to amplify
~100 bp regions of target genes. Amplification was detected using
Sybr Green (Bioline) using the LightCycler 480 Real Time PCR System
(Roche). Each sample was evaluated with four replicates. The delta
delta Ct method was used to calculate the fold change of each gene
between the non-FR and FR samples, using Gapdh as a loading control.
Significance was determined using paired t-test.
Functional annotation

To understand the functions of different modules identified by
WGCNA, we used the gene ontology tool DAVID (http://david.abcc.
ncifcrf.gov/). This tool associates genes with functional categories,
including biological process, cellular compartment, and molecular
function. The method examines a set of genes of interest (genes within
a module) for over-representation within these functional categories.
We used only gene ontology terms associated with the GO_FAT
categories, which filters out broad terms.
Fig. 1. In vitro electrophysiological recordings. a) This is an example of a hippocampal slice
from an animal with epilepsy. The stimulating electrode (S) was placed in the perforant
path. Recording electrodes were used to systematically evaluate population spikes
throughout the entire dentate gyrus. Areas that were found to display FRs (i) were
subsequently dissected and used for gene expression analysis (dashed lines), as
well as a neighboring region from each slice that did not demonstrate FRs (ii).
b) Example of electrophysiological recordings within FR and non-FR regions are
shown with time (ms) on the x-axis and voltage (mV) on the y-axis. The gray lines
demonstrate eleven superimposed responses to perforant path stimuli, and the
black line represents the average across all responses. FR areas display multiple population
spikes (i), whereas non-FR areas display a single population spike (ii). Scale bars represent
time and voltage for both plots.
Results

We used the pilocarpine model of epilepsy to investigate the
molecular alterations associated with areas of the dentate gyrus
that generate FRs in epileptic animals. Animals were injected with
pilocarpine to induce status epilepticus, and animals that developed
epilepsy were sacrificed two to four months after injection. In vitro
electrophysiological recordings were performed on hippocampal
slices from these animals to identify specific areas that generated
FRs upon electrical stimulation (Fig. 1a). Regions that generated
FRs displayed multiple population spikes (Fig. 1b), and these areas
were manually dissected with an approximately 200 μm border
around the defined FR area. These samples included the granule
cell layer of the dentate gyrus and their dendrites and were about
1 mm2, which is similar to previous descriptions of FR generating
areas (Bragin et al., 2002). An equivalently sized region from the
same slice that did not show FRs was also obtained. We estimate
that hundreds of neurons were recorded based on the characteristic
population spikes elicited (Andersen et al., 1971; Lomo, 1971), but
the total number of cells within these samples was likely much
greater. Total RNA was extracted from these microbiopsies and
gene expression was analyzed on Illumina microarrays. We used a
principal component analysis to evaluate major drivers of gene
expression, and none of the principal components were significantly
associated with changes due to slice identity, animal identity, or
presence of FRs (ANOVA p N 0.0025; Bonferroni correction). We
then calculated the Pearson correlation between all of the arrays
and used the average hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster the
samples (Supp Fig. 1). Visual inspection of these data corroborated the
principal component analysis, demonstrating that there were no batch
effects due to the animal from which the slice was taken, which could
confound subsequent analyses.
Differential expression analysis

To identify gene expression changes between non-FR and FR
generating areas, we initially performed a differential expression
analysis. We used the paired Bayesian ANOVA algorithm to compare
gene expression between these hippocampal regions (Baldi and
Long, 2001). To limit false positives, we restricted this analysis to
genes that were present within at least half of the samples (10,083
genes). We identified a relatively small group of 35 genes that
were differentially expressed (p b 0.05; uncorrected), but there
were no genes that were significantly differentially expressed after

http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/labs/horvath/CoexpressionNetwork/
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Table 1
Down-regulated genes within areas generating FRs. This table displays the genes that are expressed at a significantly lower level in the FR than non-FR areas (P b 0.05, uncorrected). The
fold change represents the expression in the FR areas relative to the non-FR areas.

Refseq Fold change p-Value Detection p-value b 0.01 Symbol Description

XM_346935.2 0.885 0.013 12 NA NA
XM_236187.3 0.816 0.017 15 Mizf MBD2-interacting zinc finger
XM_344018.2 0.824 0.020 15 Plcxd2 Phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C, X domain containing 2
NM_012803.1 0.882 0.028 16 Proc Protein C
XM_576272.1 0.906 0.028 12 BC030396 cDNA sequence BC030396
NM_173290.1 0.876 0.033 10 Yy1 YY1 transcription factor
XM_216497.3 0.896 0.034 11 Rad54l RAD54 like (S. cerevisiae)
XM_215196.2 0.859 0.036 16 Fkbp2 FK506 binding protein 2
XM_576127.1 0.876 0.037 11 Rapgef5 Rap guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 5
XM_344009.2 0.586 0.040 21 Arl6 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 6
XM_213963.3 0.858 0.040 15 Nvl Nuclear VCP-like
XM_221424.3 0.847 0.042 16 Stxbp5l Syntaxin binding protein 5-like
XM_344502.2 0.775 0.044 17 Npy1r Neuropeptide Y receptor Y1
NM_031838.2 0.881 0.044 15 LOC100043752 Ribosomal protein S2 pseudogene
NM_021697.1 0.742 0.044 20 Kcnv1 Potassium channel, subfamily V, member 1
XM_230560.2 0.889 0.046 16 LOC100043752 Ribosomal protein S2 pseudogene
XM_229086.3 0.914 0.046 11 4932411N23Rik RIKEN cDNA 4932411 N23 gene
XM_228611.3 0.917 0.047 13 4932429P05Rik RIKEN cDNA 4932429P05 gene
XM_346261.1 0.885 0.049 17 Ankrd58 Ankyrin repeat domain 58
XM_226486.3 0.911 0.049 16 Terf2ip Telomeric repeat binding factor 2, interacting protein
NM_012971.1 0.720 0.050 16 Kcna4 Potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-related subfamily, member 4
NM_017263.1 0.869 0.050 10 Gria4 Glutamate receptor, ionotropic, 4
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correction for multiple comparisons (p N 5e−6). Within the group
of differentially expressed genes that were not significant after
multiple comparisons, there were 22 more highly expressed in
non-FR areas (Table 1) and 13 more highly expressed in FR areas
(Table 2).

Among the genes that were more highly expressed within non-FR
areas, there were four genes that are known to impact neuronal
excitability, including Kcna4, Kcnv1, Gria4, and Npy1r1. Kcna4 encodes
a rapidly inactivating potassium channel (Wymore et al., 1994), while
Kcnv1 encodes a non-functional potassium channel that alters the
properties of Shab and Shaw type channels (Hugnot et al., 1996).
Gria4 and Npy1r are neurotransmitter receptors for glutamate and
neuropeptide Y, respectively. Given the small number of genes
identified and the lenient significance threshold, we examined
these expression changes using quantitative PCR in the same samples
used for microarray analysis and confirmed that Gria4, Npy1r, Kcna4,
and Kcnv1 were all expressed at significantly lower levels within the
FR samples (paired t-test, p b 0.05). Although some samples did not
meet the detection threshold (p-value b 0.01) on the microarray,
these genes were reliably detected using quantitative PCR in all
samples, demonstrating that our detection threshold was relatively
conservative. We also found that the quantitative PCR and microarray
results were significantly correlated (p b 0.01; Pearson correlation)
and that the fold changes obtained using quantitative PCR were in the
same direction but greater than on the microarray (Fig. 2), which has
Table 2
Up-regulated geneswithin areas generating FRs. This table displays the genes that are expressed
change represents the expression in the FR areas relative to the non-FR areas.

Refseq Fold change p-Value Detection p-value b 0.01 Symbol

NM_019312.1 1.171 0.003 11 Itpkb
NM_001005882.1 1.160 0.009 13 Rbm47
XM_341327.2 1.125 0.017 15 F630043
XM_576628.1 1.121 0.024 13 EG62264
XM_345345.2 1.117 0.025 11 Zbtb6
XM_225699.3 1.103 0.028 10 8030462
XM_343667.2 1.127 0.030 14 Ticam1
XM_237359.2 1.095 0.033 10 Slc16a14
XM_573886.1 1.745 0.037 21 Yjefn3
NM_175762.2 1.097 0.037 15 Ldlr
XM_214338.3 1.590 0.044 15 Palld
XM_217689.3 1.380 0.048 15 Clca3
XM_577560.1 1.120 0.049 18 LOC6674
previously been observed with Illumina microarrays (Konopka et al.,
2009). These data demonstrate the differential expression of a small
number of genes involved in neuronal excitability that display
decreased expression levels within areas that generate FRs.

We hypothesized that the paucity of differentially expressed genes
was due to biological heterogeneity between samples, reflected in high
variability. To investigate this hypothesis, we compared the variance of
each gene within the FR samples or non-FR samples separately to the
variance of each gene across all the samples (Supp Fig. 2). We expected
that the variancewithin either the FR or non-FR specimenswould be less
than the variance across all the samples, but the distributions of variance
werenot significantly different (p N 0.05;Mann–Whitney test). Therefore,
these data demonstrate that factors other than the presence of FRs
strongly contributed to gene expression variability and impeded
our ability to identify differentially expressed genes between FR
and non-FR areas.

Network analysis

To compensate for the biological heterogeneitywithin this dataset,we
performed Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA),
which utilizes variance between the samples to identify patterns of
gene expression (Oldham et al., 2006; Oldham et al., 2008; Zhang and
Horvath, 2005). WGCNA is an unbiased and unsupervised method to
identify co-expressed groups of genes or modules that correspond to
at a significantly higher level in the FR than non-FR areas (P b 0.05, uncorrected). The fold

Description

Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 3-kinase B
RNA binding motif protein 47

A04Rik RIKEN cDNA F630043A04 gene
5 Predicted gene, EG622645

Zinc finger and BTB domain containing 6
N17Rik RIKEN cDNA 8030462 N17 gene

Toll-like receptor adaptor molecule 1
Solute carrier family 16 (monocarboxylic acid transporters), member 14
YjeF N-terminal domain containing 3
Low density lipoprotein receptor
Palladin, cytoskeletal associated protein
Chloride channel calcium activated 3

88 Hypothetical LOC667488
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Fig. 2. Differential expression between FR and non-FR samples. To confirm gene expression
changes observed in the microarray experiment, we performed quantitative PCR on four
genes, Gria4, Npy1r, Kcna4, and Kcnv1. The barplot demonstrates the average fold change
between the FR and non-FR samples from the same slice across all eleven slices. Fold changes
were also calculated from themicroarray data, and these values are shown as a comparison.
Each of these genes demonstrates significantly decreased expression within the FR samples
as compared to the non-FR samples (P b 0.05). Each sample was evaluated with
four replicates, and Gapdh was used as the loading control for quantitative PCR.
Significance was determined using a paired t-test (n = 11), and error bars represent
the standard error.
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major functional elements within a dataset. In order to identify
differential molecular processes between FR and non-FR areas, we
utilized a differential network analysis, which can be used to identify
groups of genes whose co-expression becomes stronger or weaker
under different conditions (Miller et al., 2008, 2010; Oldham et al.,
2006). Rearrangement of co-expression within a tissue sample
could suggest alterations such as loss of normal molecular processes
or migration of abnormal cell types, which could point to biological
processes underlying FR.

We first created separate networks for non-FR and FR samples.
Probes within the top 15% of variance in either the non-FR or FR gener-
ating sampleswere used for network analysis, which led to the selection
of 2013 probes. Networks for the non-FR and FR samples were created
separately using previously published methods (Langfelder et al.,
2008; Zhang and Horvath, 2005), and we identified 36 modules within
the non-FR network (nf1–36) and 38 modules within the FR
network (fr1–38). To ensure that the initial networks were representa-
tive of the dataset, we created 20 additional networks from random sets
of 2013 probes in both the FR and non-FR datasets. Although no single
network contained all modules from the original network, eachmodule
from these random networks was similar to an original module (mean
correlation 0.92), demonstrating that these expression patterns were
representative of both datasets. We then compared all the modules in
the FR and non-FR networks and found that each module overlapped
significantly with at least one module from the other network (Fig. 3;
Hypergeometric probability, p b 1.0e−4). These data demonstrate
that basic co-expression relationships are conserved between the non-
FR and FR areas, suggesting that there is no large-scale reorganization
of co-expression between the two areas that might account for the
presence of FR.

Changes in connectivity between FR and non-FR areas

In the absence of gross changes in co-expression, we performed
analyses to determine whether connections between co-expressed
genes were altered between non-FR and FR areas. We first developed
consensus modules between the non-FR and FR networks by assigning
overlapping genes from two significantly related modules to a consensus
module, which led to the creation of 44 consensus modules (cm1–44).
We summarized gene expressionwithin eachmodule using thefirst prin-
cipal component, which we term the module eigengene (ME). The ME
provides a summary of gene expression across all genes within amodule,
and we confirmed that each ME explained a substantial proportion of
variance of gene expression (N50%) within eachmodule in both datasets.
Within each module, we calculated the Pearson correlation between the
expression of each gene within a module and the ME to determine
ME-based connectivity (kME), which is a measure of a gene's connectiv-
ity within a module (Horvath and Dong, 2008). Connectivity has been
shown to be an effective measure to compare different modules and
determine module conservation between datasets (Oldham et al.,
2006). We then compared kME values for each module between the
non-FR and FR datasets and found that kME values between the datasets
were correlated for all consensus modules (p b 1.0e−16), confirming
that these modules were conserved across both datasets.

We used these consensusmodules as a startingpoint for determining
whether there might be connectivity changes within specific modules
that might explain the presence of FRs. We examined each module to
determine whether there was a tendency to display higher connectivity
in one dataset relative to the other. We used topological overlap (TO) to
determine connectivity between genes because it has been shown to be
a robust measure in biological systems (Ravasz et al., 2002). For each
consensus module, we identified all of the genes that were highly
connected in either the non-FR or FR dataset (kME N 0.7), and then
calculated the TO between this group of genes in the non-FR and FR
datasets separately. We then examined the difference in average
TO between the non-FR and FR datasets for each module. We found
that many modules demonstrated higher TO in the non-FR dataset
compared to the FR dataset, but the cm-40 module demonstrated
the greatest difference in TO between the datasets (Fig. 4a). We
examined the distribution of the TO difference across all genes within
the cm-40 module, and we found that 98% of the genes demonstrated
higher TO in the non-FR dataset (Fig. 4b). Interestingly, Kcna4, Kcnv1,
and Npy1r were each previously found to be differentially expressed
between the FR and non-FR samples, and they are all present within
the cm-40 module and display higher TO within the non-FR dataset
compared to the FR dataset, which further implicates this module in
differences between the non-FR and FR areas.

Functional annotation of the cm-40 module

Weattempted to understand the biological significance of the cm-40
module by first examining molecular functions and characteristics
associated with the genes within the module using the gene ontology
tool DAVID. We limited this analysis to the top 750 genes with the
greatest difference in TO between the non-FR and FR datasets. We
found that there was a significant enrichment of genes related to
protein transport (p = 2.6e−8), especially vesicle-mediated transport
(p = 2.2e−3) (Table 2). There were also many genes associated with
RNA splicing (p = 1.7e−7) and RNA binding (p = 1.2e−6). Finally,
there were many categories associated with synapses, including
localization to synapses (p = 0.018) or the post-synaptic density
(p = 0.022). These data demonstrate enrichment in various functional
categories, but many of these categories have important functions in
neuronal processes.

To further examine the functions of this group of genes, we
examined the genes that were highly connected within this module
because hub genes have been shown to be key drivers of module
organization and function (Carlson et al., 2006; Winden et al., 2009).
The most highly connected gene within this module is Msantd4, which
is a poorly characterized gene that contains a MYB DNA binding domain
(Fig. 5). Interestingly, the region outside of the DNA binding domain is



Fig. 3. Separate networks in the FR and non-FR datasets contain overlappingmodules. To compare network organization of gene expression within FR and non-FR samples, we identified
overlapping genes between all modules in the two networks. This heatmap demonstrates the significance of the overlap between FR (rows) and non-FR (columns) modules calculated
using the hypergeometric probability. The colors within the heatmap represent the log10 transformed p-value of the overlap between two corresponding modules, and the key on the
top left shows the correspondence between colors and log10 p-values with red representing more significant p-values. The dendrograms on either side of the heatmap demonstrate
the clustering of themodules based on Euclidean distance between their MEs. Eachmodule in the FR network is significantly related to a module in the non-FR network and the converse
is also true, demonstrating that gene expression patterns are conserved between FR and non-FR areas.
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similar to the synaptic vesicle protein Eps15 (E value = 6e−10, blastp),
which suggests that this gene could also be associated with synaptic
vesicles. Dhx15 is another highly connected gene within this module,
and it is a known RNA helicase and part of the spliceosome complex
(Fouraux et al., 2002; Niu et al., 2012), which is consistent with the GO
analysis demonstrating enrichment of genes involved in RNAprocessing.
Another hub gene within this module, Rnf111, is an E3 ubiquitin ligase
(Koinuma et al., 2003), which is consistent with enrichment of genes as-
sociatedwith ubiquitination. Interestingly, two key enzymes involved in
GABA synthesis and transport, Gad1 and Slc6a1, are highly connected
within this module, as well as several neurotransmitter receptors, includ-
ing Chrna7 and Grik1 (Frerking et al., 1998; Son and Winzer-Serhan,
2008). Therefore, these data highlight multiple potential regulators of
neuronal processes, and they suggest that alterations could impact
synaptic transmission.

Mechanisms underlying co-expression in the cm-40 module

Our data indicate that there is a difference between the regulation of
a large number of genes between areas that generate FRs and those that
do not generate FRs. However, this could either reflect a loss of normal
neuronal functions in areas generating FR or a gain of function in
non-FR areas. To address this question, we compared connectivity
within the cm-40 module to connectivity in a dataset consisting of
80 microarrays examining gene expression in the non-epileptic rat
dentate gyrus (Burger et al., 2008). We used the genes composing
the cm-40 module to define a module within the non-epileptic
dataset and calculated kME for all genes within the non-epileptic
dataset. We used the top 750 genes in the cm-40 module with the
greatest TO difference between the non-FR and FR datasets, and we
compared their connectivity in the non-FR and FR datasets to the
non-epileptic dataset (Fig. 6a). We found that the connectivity in
the non-FR dataset was significantly greater than connectivity within
the non-epileptic dataset for this group of genes (p b 2.2e−16; t-test).
However, we also found that connectivity within the non-epileptic
dataset was significantly greater than connectivity in the FR dataset
(p = 2e−5; t-test). These data demonstrate that connectivity within
the cm-40 module is stronger within non-FR areas when compared to
the non-epileptic dentate gyrus, whereas connectivity of these genes is
weaker within FR areas. Therefore, these data suggest that there is
a gene expression pattern that is induced by epileptic processes in
non-FR regions, and this pattern is attenuated in areas that generate
FRs compared to the non-epileptic brain.

Wehypothesized that this epilepsy specific pattern of gene expression
could represent a previously identified expression pattern that was
up-regulated due to seizures (Winden et al., 2011). The expression
of the same group of 750 genes that had the greatest difference in
TO between the non-FR and FR datasets in the cm-40 module was
examined in a previously characterized microarray dataset from
epileptic and non-epileptic animals. The heatmap and first principal
component of expression of these genes demonstrate that this group
of genes is significantly up-regulated within animals with seizures



Fig. 4.Comparison of co-expressionmeasured by TO between the FR and non-FR datasets for eachmodule in the consensus network. a) The barplot demonstrates the average difference in
TO between non-FR and FR datasets within each consensus module. Genes with a kME N 0.7 in either the non-FR or FR network were selected for each module, and TO between all genes
within a module was calculated separately between the non-FR and FR datasets. The y-axis displays the average difference in TO between the non-FR and FR datasets across all genes in a
module. There is a notable skew towards higher connectivity in the non-FR dataset in multiple consensus modules, but the cm-40 module displays the largest average difference. b) The
histogram shows the TO difference between the non-FR and FR datasets across all genes within the cm-40module. The x-axis represents the difference in TO between the non-FR and FR
datasets for each gene, and the y-axis represents the number of genes with the specific value of difference in TO. There is a dramatic shift towards higher TO values in the non-FR dataset,
demonstrating stronger co-regulation of the genes within the cm-40 module in non-FR areas.
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compared to animals without seizures (Fig. 6b; p b 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis
test). These data demonstrate that seizure activity itself is an important
regulator of expression within the cm-40 module.

We had also previously described that there was an enrichment of
targets of the RNA binding protein, Elavl4, within the set of genes that
were up-regulated by seizures (Winden et al., 2011). Therefore, we
Fig. 5.Network plot of the genes with the greatest difference in TO in the cm-40 module. This p
cm-40 module that had the greatest TO difference between the non-FR and FR datasets. The TO
plot is limited to the 250 connectionswith the greatest TO. The genes that clearly display themo
categories such as synaptic functions (green), RNA binding (red), and protein transport (blue)
tested whether the set of genes that were highly connected within the
non-FR dataset were also enriched for Elavl4 targets. We used a list of
Elavl4 targets generated from immunoprecipitation and subsequent
microarray analysis (Bolognani et al., 2010), and we found that there
was a significant enrichment of Elavl4 targets within the group of 750
genes that had the greatest TO difference between the non-FR and FR
lot displays the strongest connections based on TO between the top 750 genes within the
values between these genes were calculated using data from the non-FR dataset, and the
st connections includeMsantd4, Acsl1, and Rnf111. The genes associatedwith enriched GO
are also highlighted.
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datasets (p = 1.3e−29; hypergeometric probability). We then
compared connectivity of known Elavl4 targets within the cm-40
module between the non-FR and FR datasets, and we found that there
is a dramatic shift towards higher connectivity of these genes within
Fig. 6 Comparison of connectivity in the cm-40 module to a non-epileptic dataset, and
identification of seizure activity and the RNA binding protein Elavl4 as regulators of
expression. a) This histogram demonstrates the comparison of connectivity within
non-FR and FR datasets to a dataset non-epileptic rat hippocampus (Burger et al.,
2008). The top 750 genes with the greatest TO difference between the non-FR and
FR datasets were used to create all three distributions. Connectivity in the non-FR
dataset is significantly greater than connectivity in the non-epileptic dataset, but
interestingly, connectivity in the non-epileptic dataset is significantly greater than
connectivity within the FR dataset. b) This heatmap demonstrates the expression of
the genes within cm-40 module in previously published data that analyzed gene
expression within animals with and without epilepsy (Winden et al., 2011). In this
heatmap, samples are in columns and genes are in the rows. Green denotes low expression,
while red represents high expression of a specific gene. Below the heatmap, the barplot
depicts theME,which is a summary of geneexpression across thegeneswithin themodule.
Geneexpressionwithin thismodule demonstrates significantup-regulationwithin animals
with seizures (P b 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis test). c) This histogram demonstrates the
connectivity of known targets of the RNA binding protein Elavl4 in the non-FR and
FR datasets within the cm-40 module. The red area shows the distribution of connectivity
of the group of Elavl4 targets in the non-FR dataset, and the black area shows the distribution
of the same genes in the FR dataset. This group of genes demonstrates significantly higher
connectivity within the non-FR dataset than in the FR dataset.
the non-FR dataset (Fig. 6c). Therefore, these data suggest that gene
expression changes induced by seizures and Elavl4 are not present in
areas that generate FRs, which may explain the epileptogenic and
ictogenic properties of these areas.

Discussion

This study focused on the molecular changes associated with areas
of the dentate gyrus that generate pathological FRs in a model of TLE.
We recorded evoked field potentials from the dentate gyrus in vitro to
identify FRs and analyzed gene expression within those regions. Using
the differential expression analysis, we identified only a small group of
genes and confirmed the differential expression of four genes that
could directly affect neuronal activity.We hypothesized that the paucity
of differentially expressed genes was due to sample heterogeneity, and
therefore, we used WGCNA to circumvent biological variability and
understand gene co-expression relationships in both non-FR and FR
areas. We compared co-expression patterns between non-FR and FR
regions and found that there was a conserved co-expression structure
between these regions. However, we found that the cm-40 module
contained many genes with stronger co-expression in the non-FR
dataset compared to the FR dataset. Function annotation demonstrated
that these genes were associatedwith several processes integral to both
pre- and post-synaptic functions. By comparing connectivity within the
cm-40 module to a non-epileptic dataset, we found that the non-FR
dataset demonstrated significantly higher connectivity than the non-
epileptic dataset, whereas the FR dataset demonstrated significantly
lower connectivity. We also found that seizure activity could regulate
expression within the cm-40 module and that it was enriched for
targets of the RNA binding protein Elavl4. These data lead to the
hypothesis that a gene expression program associated with synaptic
transmission is induced by seizures and is not up-regulated in areas
that demonstrate FR, implicating the absence of these processes in
the generation of FRs.

Using the differential expression analysis, we were able to identify a
small number of significant expression changes, and we were able to
confirm four differentially expressed genes that affect neuronal activity
(Kcnv1, Kcna4, Gria4, Npy1r). Expression of Gria4 has been shown to be
limited to basket cells within the dentate gyrus (Geiger et al., 1995), and
Gria4 knockout animals demonstrate spike-wave discharges consistent
with absence epilepsy (Beyer et al., 2008). Npy1r is expressed in both
granule cells and interneurons within the dentate gyrus and localized
post-synaptically where it interacts with calcium channels (Larsen
et al., 1993; McQuiston et al., 1996), but knockout studies have shown
that Npy1r may have pro-convulsant properties (Lin et al., 2006).
Although these genes may modulate epileptic processes, we cannot
identify possible mechanisms underlying FRs because of the limited
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gene expression changes. Therefore, we focused on the network
analysis to circumvent the lack of expression changes due to sample
heterogeneity.

Through comparing the networks between the non-FR and FR
datasets, we were able to identify a number of modules demonstrating
stronger co-expression within the non-FR dataset with the largest
changes found in the cm-40module. Functional annotationdemonstrated
that there were several genes involved in protein transport and vesicles
associated with the pre-synaptic processes of synaptic vesicle release
and recycling, including Atp6v1g2 that is involved in synaptic vesicle
acidification (Murata et al., 2002). Neurotransmitter receptors such as
Grik1 and Chrna7 were also present within this module, and these
receptors have been shown to be localized to the pre-synapticmembrane
and modulate inhibitory and excitatory transmission within the hippo-
campus (Frerking et al., 1998; Jones and Yakel, 1997; Vignes et al.,
1998). In addition, Gad1 and Slc6a1 were present within this group of
genes and are key enzymes involved in GABA synthesis and transport
(Asada et al., 1997; Jensen et al., 2003). There were also several neuro-
transmitter receptors localized to the post-synaptic membrane, such as
Gria2 and Drd1a, and both receptors have been shown to be expressed
in dentate gyrus granule cells and interneurons (Gangarossa et al.,
2012; Geiger et al., 1995). In addition, RNA binding proteins such as
Nova1 were enriched within this module, and Nova1 has been shown
to regulate splicing of multiple genes involved in inhibitory transmis-
sion (Ule et al., 2005). These data demonstrate that this module rep-
resents processes associated with both pre- and post-synaptic
functions within multiple cell types in the dentate gyrus.

By comparing the connectivity of genes in the cm-40 module to a
non-epileptic dataset, we found stronger co-expression in non-FR
areas and weaker co-expression in FR areas compared to non-epileptic
hippocampus. Therefore, we hypothesized that this represents increased
predominance of the synaptic functions associated with the cm-40
module in non-FR areas, and weakening of these same processes in FR
areas. Prior studies have demonstrated that inhibition and inhibitory
synapses are increased in epileptic animals (Engel and Wilson, 1986;
Haas et al., 1996; Milgram et al., 1991; Thind et al., 2010; Wilson et al.,
1998). However, recordings of epileptic animals in vitro and in vivo
suggest local decreased inhibition in areas generating FRs (Bragin et al.,
2002; Bragin et al., 2005), suggesting that ictal events could arise from
breakdown of inhibitory mechanisms leading to coalescence and
synchronization of FR areas. Studies using juxtacellular recordings of
dentate gyrus in vivo have demonstrated that FRs can arise from burst-
ing granule cells and that interneurons showeddecreased activity during
episodes of FRs (Bragin et al., 2011; Ibarz et al., 2010), demonstrating
changes in the temporal profile of inhibition in areas that generate FRs. Al-
ternatively, these data could reflect the various synaptic alterations of
dentate granule cells in epilepsy, such as mossy fiber sprouting
or phenotype modifications by seizures (Dudek and Sutula, 2007;
Schwarzer and Sperk, 1995). However, one study that examined
the relationship between mossy fiber sprouting and FR found no
correlation (Foffani et al., 2007). Therefore, our data suggesting
changes associated with the synaptic function is consistent with prior
studies demonstrating changes in synaptic growth and transmission
caused by epilepsy.

Our data also demonstrate that seizure activity itself is capable of up-
regulating activity within this module. Previously, we demonstrated
that the RNA binding protein Elavl4 is up-regulatedwith seizure activity
(Winden et al., 2011), and here we show that targets of this RNA
binding protein show increased connectivity in the non-FR dataset
compared to the FR dataset. Therefore, we hypothesize that seizures
induce gene expression through alteration of Elavl4 expression, but
this mechanism apparently fails in small regions, underlying the
generation of FRs in those areas. Elavl4 has been shown to be
expressed in interneurons in the hippocampus (Bolognani et al.,
2004), and it has been shown to be involved in transporting mRNA
in neuronal processes, leading to neurite outgrowth and changes in
neuroplasticity (Aronov et al., 2002; Bolognani et al., 2007; Tanner et al.,
2008). These processes could underlie several alterations in inhibitory
interneurons or dentate granule neurons that have been observed in the
epileptic brain, including increased axonal growth and synaptogenesis
(Dudek and Sutula, 2007; Thind et al., 2010). In addition, properties of
synaptic vesicle release probabilities have been shown to be altered in in-
terneurons andmossy fibers in epileptic animals (Goussakov et al., 2000;
Kobayashi and Buckmaster, 2003). Therefore, failure of these
compensatory mechanisms could result in dysfunctional synaptic trans-
mission and the generation of FR.

The aim of this work was to examine the molecular composition of
areas that generate FR to attempt to understand the basic mechanisms
that generate FRs. We have demonstrated that the changes are subtle
and involve reorganization of co-expression relationships in genes
related to synaptic function in both inhibitory and excitatory cells.
These data lead to the hypothesis that epileptic processes induce a co-
expression program associated with synaptic transmission and that
this gene expression program is absent within areas that generate FRs,
whichmay alter synaptic transmission and lead to the generation of FRs.
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